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 e ARLIER THIS YEAR, Queensland 
was inundated by the worst fl ood 
since 1974. As a formal Commission 

of Inquiry gets underway, the slow process of 
community rebuilding has begun. Thus it is 
timely to consider the scope of the task and to 
think about the implications for policy-makers. 

As the fl oodwater snaked its way across the 
state, politicians were forced to focus on local 
collectives. They attended local meetings and 
relied on social networks or social media to 
spread information. They sought local expertise 
and witnessed the diff erent “ways of being” 
groups that characterised diff erent places. In 
some communities they were also personally 
aff ected by fl ood, helping and being helped 
alongside people they may not have otherwise 
met. Could this experience broker a renewed 
policy focus on the promotion of strategies to 
build and support local capacity?

It is ironic that a disaster can galvanise the 
type of collective action that has long been the 
focus of planned policy eff orts in vulnerable 
communities. We have witnessed amazing 
community spirit during the last few months as 
armies of volunteers have supported complete 
strangers. The extent to which we value this 
spirit is evidenced by the fact that we have 
heard so many people refer to the “Aussie way”. 
Although Australians are no diff erent to other 
nations in this regard, it will be important to our 
recovery that we can speak confi dently about 
our humanitarian integrity. Communities have 
unique ways of valuing and acknowledging local 
eff orts, but public and offi  cial recognition of acts 
of heroism, kindness and compassion will be 
important to collective recovery. 

There is no doubt that we will be judged, 
and will judge ourselves, by the way in which 
we have supported those who are less able 
to manage their own recovery. If we are to 
rebuild communities successfully, we will need 
to support all people, particularly those who 
are most vulnerable. Our responses need to be 
based on the understanding that some people 
are more disadvantaged than others and will 
not all cope in the same way. Many people will 
be overwhelmed by the magnitude of their loss, 
fi nding that their traditional ways of coping 
are no longer suffi  cient. The ability of local 
communities to identify and support their own 
citizens should not be underestimated, but the 
resources to do so eff ectively are often lacking.

As a collective, it is important for local 
communities to retain a sense of governance 
following a disaster and a belief in their ability 
to exercise control. For some communities, 

it may be important that their loss has been 
meaningful in that it has resulted in changes 
or lessons that have been taken on board by 
authorities. Failure to learn from the disaster 
can invalidate the experience, generating 
a sense of betrayal and exacerbating grief. 
Thus, it is important for communities to 
exercise infl uence and for governments to 
demonstrate responsive action. 

This type of political infl uence requires 
collaborative leadership; local citizens who are 
in a position to mobilise energy and resources 
and deploy actions in a locally acceptable 
way. Such individuals exist in all communities, 
but may have been equally traumatised by 
the disaster, temporarily losing the capacity 
to lead local initiatives. It is, therefore, 
imperative to encourage, support and enable 
local leaders who can then energise and 
organise others. Importantly, by engaging 
all citizens in the process of rebuilding their 
local environment and culture, local leaders 
can create a shared vision for the future 
of the community that can sustain people 
through the tough times to come. These 
local eff orts are essential to the social fabric 
of communities and must be recognised and 
respected by all levels of government.

If our responses to a disaster are not timed 
well or fail to address local needs, the result can 
be a collective sense of helplessness, isolation 
and loss of social pride. Most responses to a 
natural disaster focus on either individuals 
in isolation (e.g. counselling, assistance) or 
an impersonal state-wide/regional level (e.g. 
fi nancial schemes, infrastructure projects). 
Although both levels of eff ort are needed, 
there is a level of response between these 
two extremes that is often neglected; that of 
the local community. To address the needs 
of individuals is important, but it must be 
recognised that individuals do not live in 
isolation. Similarly, to develop state-wide 
protocols is essential, but not in a way that 
overrides, ignores or disrespects the eff orts of 
local groups and the value of local know-how.

If governments wish to facilitate 
community resilience and rebuilding, their 
policies should focus on supporting local 
processes that are likely to strengthen 
social connections, organisational 
networks, local planning structures 
and communication channels.

This is a summary of a paper that will 
appear in the AHHA's peer-reviewed journal, 
Australian Health Review, later in 2011.
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